ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCY

Position: Associate Professor III
Unit: BUCE

Item No.: BUB-APRO3-25-1998
Salary Grade: 21

JOB DESCRIPTIONS:

1. To teach professional and content courses in the College of Education;
2. To lead in research and curriculum material development;
3. To mentor student researchers and student teachers; and
4. To model desirable values and effective pedagogical practices.

JOB REQUIREMENTS:

Education: At least MA graduate in Education, preferably with Doctoral degree or have completed academic requirements towards a doctoral degree
Preferably with specialization in science education

Experience: With at least 5 years of teaching experience and 18 units of teaching professional education courses

Eligibility: LET Passer

Training: With training and/or experience on research (aside from thesis/dissertation), curriculum material development and in-service teacher training

Others: Proficient in computer applications
Must meet the PASUC points for the position

ARNULFO M. MASCARINAS, Ph.D.
SUC President IV

Interested persons may submit their application letter together with the necessary supporting credentials such as Certificate of Eligibility, Certification/s of Work Experience from previous employer/s, Certificate of Trainings, Official Transcript of Record, Diploma and a self-addressed stamped envelope to the Office of the President, Bicol University, Legazpi City.

Date of Publication: MAR 14 2016
Deadline of Submission of Application: MAR 23 2016

COPY FURNISHED:

____ BUGS _____ IPESR _____ BUPE _____ BUCM
____ BUCAL _____ BUCE _____ BUCAF _____ CENG _____ BUGC
____ BUCN _____ BUCS _____ BUTC _____ CBEM _____ CSSP
____ ___ CIT _____ RDC _____ BUIA

BU-F-HRMO-13
Effectivity: June 1, 2016
Revision: 0
ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCY

Position: Associate Professor III
Unit: BUCE

Item No.: BUB-APRO3-31-1998
Salary Grade: 21

JOB DESCRIPTIONS:

1. To teach professional and content courses in the College of Education;
2. To lead in research and curriculum material development;
3. To mentor student researchers and student teachers; and
4. To model desirable values and effective pedagogical practices.

JOB REQUIREMENTS:

Education: At least MA graduate in Education, preferably with Doctoral degree or have completed academic requirements towards a doctoral degree. Preferably with specialization in science education.

Experience: With at least 5 years of teaching experience.

Eligibility: LET Passer

Training: With training and/or experience on research (aside from thesis/ dissertation), curriculum material development and in-service teacher training.

Others: Proficient in computer applications. Must meet the PASUC points for the position.

ARNULFO M. MASCARIÑAS, Ph.D.
SUC President IV

Interested persons may submit their application letter together with the necessary supporting credentials such as Certificate of Eligibility, Certification/s of Work Experience from previous employer/s, Certificate of Trainings, Official Transcript of Record, Diploma and a self-addressed stamped envelope to the Office of the President, Bicol University, Legazpi City.

Date of Publication: MAR 14 2016
Deadline of Submission of Application: MAR 23 2016

COPY FURNISHED:

____ BUGS ____ IPESR ____ BUPC ____ CBEM ____ CENG ____ BUCM
____ BUCAL ____ BUCE ____ BUCAF ____ CSSP ____ ESC ____ BUGC
____ BUCN ____ BUCS ____ BUTC ____ CIT ____ RDC ____ BUIA

RU-F-HRMO.13
Effectivity: June 1, 2010

Revision: 0
ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCY

Position: Associate Professor II
Unit: BUCE

JOB DESCRIPTIONS:

1. To teach professional and content courses in the College of Education;
2. To lead in research and curriculum material development;
3. To mentor student researchers and student teachers; and
4. To model desirable values and effective pedagogical practices.

JOB REQUIREMENTS:

Education : At least MA graduate in Education, preferably with Doctoral degree or have completed academic requirements towards a doctoral degree
Preferably with specialization in pre-school education

Experience : With at least 5 years of teaching experience and 18 units of teaching professional education courses

Eligibility : LET Passer

Training : With training and/or experience on research (aside from thesis/dissertation), curriculum material development and in-service teacher training

Others : Proficient in computer applications
Must meet the PASUC points for the position

ARNULFO M. MASCARÍNAS, Ph.D.
SUC President IV

Interested persons may submit their application letter together with the necessary supporting credentials such as Certificate of Eligibility, Certification/s of Work Experience from previous employer/s, Certificate of Trainings, Official Transcript of Record, Diploma and a self-addressed stamped envelope to the Office of the President, Bicol University, Legazpi City.

Date of Publication: MAR 14 2016
Deadline of Submission of Application: MAR 23 2016

COPY FURNISHED:

BUGS/IPESR/BUPC/CBEM/CENG/BUCM
BUCAL/BUCE/BUCAF/CSSP/ESC/BUGC
BUCN/BUCS/BUTC/CIT/RDC/BUIA

BU-F-HRMC-13
Effectivity: June 1, 2010

Revisions: 0